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Dear Mr. deGrasse Tyson, 

I am a physicist like you, but until now a silent one and not a professor. I frequently watch your 
videos on YouTube. By simply rejecting anything not derived from observed phenomena or other facts, I 
found out that cosmology completely went astray into the fool's paradise, and you're all eating pies in 
the sky. Example: cosmological redshift is a red herring. Our common friend Einstein got his Nobel Prize 
for energy quanta (i.e. photons) that don't change whilst travelling. Where would the energy go to or 
come from? Cosmological redshift is a haphazard concoction like phlogiston used to be and it should not 
be relied upon. It was not derived from facts! 

I just watched your recent video What's Up With The New JWST Findings? 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GjgFR33-v-I) about the current MISunderstanding in cosmology, 
which is in obvious contradiction with what JWST is revealing. 

I kindly ask you to thoroughly read all documents mentioned below. Please spend some time on it! 

http://henk-reints.nl/HR-About-me.pdf (even contains a photo of me whilst I, urh, well, read the 
document). 

http://henk-reints.nl/astro/HR-Newton-Regulae-Philosophandi-Scholium-Generale.pdf shows what 
Newton & Lavoisier wrote about assumptions and how Einstein restricted himself to that. He 
substantiated everything with Erfahrung, the German word for experience, i.e. facts, not fabrications. 
He did not pick from thin air. That was Einstein's strength, he was not significantly more intelligent then 
you or my grandson. 

http://henk-reints.nl/astro/HR-Hubble-Lemaitre-slideshow.pdf (SOLVES the crisis in cosmology about 
very distant galaxies!) 

http://henk-reints.nl/astro/HR-Geometry-of-universe-slideshow.pdf (it definitely is not flat, but a 
3-sphere and nothing else!) 

http://henk-reints.nl/astro/HR-fall-into-black-hole-slides.pdf 

http://henk-reints.nl/astro/HR-Dark-matter-slideshow.pdf (must read this one!) 

and more interesting documents on http://henk-reints.nl/ like: 

http://henk-reints.nl/astro/Thou-shalt-not-excogitate.pdf 

http://henk-reints.nl/astro/HR-Equivalence-principle.pdf 

About relativity: 

http://henk-reints.nl/astro/HR-Twin-paradox-slides.pdf (I have really solved this paradox eliminated this 
contradiction and it explains how and why time stretching is unilateral instead of symmetrical) 

http://henk-reints.nl/astro/HR-Relativity-and-curvature-of-spacetime.pdf (explains relativity to a layman 
in such a way that he says he understands it without actually meaning Please shut up with you 
incomprehensible blah blah). 

http://henk-reints.nl/astro/HR-Mercury-perihelion-precession-by-SR-only.pdf 

http://henk-reints.nl/astro/HR-frame-dragging.pdf 

http://henk-reints.nl/astro/HR-solar-corona.pdf 

Something very interesting about the Coma Cluster: http://henk-reints.nl/astro/coma/index.html 

Kind regards, 
Henk Reints MSc. 

P.S. I have placed this letter on my website and I will put a link to it in a comment to What's Up With The New JWST Findings? 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GjgFR33-v-I) 

To everyone who may read this: PLEASE DO NOT ATTACH YOUR NAME TO MY FINDINGS! 
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